STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
Billboard charting, multi-platinum selling
recording artist, composer, producer,
researcher, author and pioneering sound
healer.
Halpern is currently celebrating his 42nd
anniversary (1975-2017) as a founding father
of New Age music. His DEEP ALPHA was a
2012 Grammy® nominee.
His atmospheric compositions pioneered a new genre of mindful
meditation music with his first recording, CHAKRA SUITE. “One of the 12
most influential artists of the past 20 years…Steven Halpern is the first
and definitive New Age keyboardist.” — Keyboard magazine, 1995
Landmark brainwave biofeedback and aura photography research in 1973
documented that Halpern’s Non-Predictive™ mindful compositions were
significantly more effective at evoking the listener’s relaxation response and
alpha and theta brain states than most traditional classical music.
Steven’s healing music is used worldwide in leading health and healing
centers, corporate wellness programs, destination spas, schools and homes.
Steven has been a featured presenter at major scientific conferences
around the world, including the Sixth International Conference on Stress
(Montreux, Switzerland), International Society for Subtle Energy Medicine,
National Massage Therapy Association, National Music Therapy Association,
International Cymatic Therapy Association, and many others.
Steven Halpern and his work has been covered in The New York Times,
Los Angeles Times, San Francisco Chronicle, ABCNews.com, BBC, Prevention
Magazine, CBS-TV’s 48 HOURS, and hundreds of interviews.

Sound healing refers to the intentional use of sound and music to
support healing with tonal instruments, like crystal bowls and tuning
forks, and acoustic and electric instruments, like Rhodes electric piano,
bamboo flute and voice. Fundamental principles involve resonance,
entrainment, tone quality and intention.
Read more at StevenHalpern.com/prod/soundhealing

Healing, Mindfulness and Brain-Balancing Music
Unrelieved stress is a key factor in over 85% of disease and illness.
Using specially composed music to reduce stress and promote
relaxation is one of the most effective, effortless and enjoyable ways to
support our innate intelligence and communicate with our genes to
promote optimal well-being.
Most music, however, actually creates stress when we listen. Familiar
melodies and harmonic patterns hook us into unconsciously analyzing
and predicting where the music is going in our mind. Anticipating the
future keeps you out of mindful awareness of the present moment.
• To Discover the hidden stressors in most music watch my
“Scalus Interruptus” video: youtu.be/-Ml8KiWH_1E
There are a number of factors that contribute to the healing effects
of this music: unique orchestration of tone, time and Silence, bioresonance and brainwave entrainment. More difficult to describe, but
none the less real, are the powers of our focused intention and the
inflowing of spiritual energies from higher realms.
Read more at: StevenHalpern.com
Within seconds, you’ll likely notice that you are breathing more deeply
than before. Your heartbeat slows down, your brainwaves shift from
the everyday beta range to the slower frequencies of alpha and theta
associated with deep relaxation and healing.

Healing Tones of the Rhodes Electric Piano
The unique sound of the Rhodes electric piano rates highest in healing
effects, and no other artist’s instrument matches
the proprietary combination of tone and reverb
that you experience on this album.
Like a series of tuning forks played as a keyboard,
the Rhodes electric piano produces the most pure
and therapeutic tone of any keyboard. Its unique sound floats out of
your speakers or headphones like sonic incense.

Go deeper into sound healing with these entire source albums

“Steven Halpern is a musical magician, a healer with sound.
His music has helped millions experience transformative moments
that lead to greater wholeness and happiness.

CHAKRA SUITE
MINDFUL PIANO
ANCIENT ECHOES

— Larry Dossey, MD, Re-inventing Medicine

9. Apollo’s Lyre 2.0 		 5:05

3. Heartnotes 2.0 		

5:29

10.		Comfort Zone 		 4:38

4. 1st Chakra: Keynote C 		

2:30

11. Angels of Grace 		 5:29

5. Deep Theta 2.1 		

7:25

12. Eastern Peace 		 2:37

6. Deep Alpha (part 3) 		

5:43

13. Presence of Mind 		 6:58

7. Awakening 		

3:59

14.		Eventide 		 4:03

Composed and Produced by Steven Halpern
STEVEN HALPERN: Rhodes electric piano, Yamaha C-7 grand piano,
celestial choir (sampled), and all additional keyboards

Other recommended albums for healing and relaxation

Listen to audio samples at www.StevenHalpern.com
Chakra Suite
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Deep Alpha

Deep Theta 2.0

Optimal Health

DAVID DARLING: Cello (tk 3)
JORGE ALFANO: Bansuri bamboo flute (tk 6)
GEORGIA KELLY: Harp (tk 9) • MICHAEL MANRING: Electric bass (tk 5)
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Relaxation Suite 2.0

IPM 8048

6:09

DEEP ALPHA
COMFORT ZONE
RELAXATION SUITE

Gifts of the Angels

IPM 7855

2. Deep Theta (part 1) 		

IPM 8098

8. Chakra Healing 		14:07

IPM 8084

4:39

IPM 8000

1. In the Realms of Healing 		

DEEP THETA 		
DEEP THETA 2.0
EASTERN PEACE

Pain Relief

Deep Theta

Mindful Piano

IPM 8092

1996-2017: Tracks (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 11, 13) recorded at
Banquet studios, Sebastopol CA
Recording engineer: Warren Kahn

IPM 2116

1975-1995: Tracks (4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14) recorded at
The Music Annex, Menlo Park, CA
Recording engineers: Roger Wiersema & Robert Iriartborde

IPM 8057

Cover illustration: Daniel G. Holeman ©2003. Visit him at:
AwakenVisions.com to enjoy his other visionary artwork

Listen to audio samples at www.StevenHalpern.com

The ancient art of healing music, updated for the 21st Century!
“This timeless anthology celebrates Steven Halpern’s 40th anniversary
(1975-2015) as the founding father of New Age healing music.
Within seconds, each song transports you to a relaxed state of
mindful awareness and inner peace.” — New Life Magazine
The healing powers of music have been recognized for thousands of years. Halpern’s
signature compositions update this ancient tradition with proven, effective
soundscapes that relax the body, quiet the mind and soothe the soul.
Reducing stress is now recommended by experts as a key factor in overall health.
Steven Halpern’s music has helped millions to reduce their stress and enjoy higher
levels of well-being, simply by listening.
“Each of these tracks are among my all-time favorites, selected from my
best-selling albums including CHAKRA SUITE, DEEP ALPHA, DEEP THETA,
COMFORT ZONE, and GIFTS OF THE ANGELS.” — Steven Halpern

The soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp and bamboo flute create
a masterpiece of musical mindfulness…at the speed of sound.
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STEVEN HALPERN is a Grammy® nominated,
multi-platinum selling recording artist, composer
and researcher. His music is used worldwide
in leading healing centers, corporate wellness
programs, hospitals and homes.

StevenHalpern.com
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